Use Avery® brand labels 08293 to print as many stickers as you want! Sheets of labels feed directly from the paper tray of your printer, just like plain paper.

1. Open the PDF “sticker” document downloaded from kidscanpress.com.

2. Next, determine if your printer loads with sheet face up or face down. You can find this information in your printer’s manual or by printing a test sheet using the Practice Sheet included with your labels. The labels can be fed from either end of the sheet.

3. Now simply load your printer’s paper tray with a label sheet and print page 2* of the PDF document — no formatting required. (*Don’t print page 1 because that is the instruction page!)

Use your stickers
- as incentives, rewards or recognition for a job well done
- to decorate bulletin boards, announcements and children’s projects
- as markers on achievement charts, behavior charts and in-class graphing lessons
- to acknowledge completion of homework in children’s planners or agendas
- to simply brighten someone’s day

As well as printing on Avery® labels, try printing the stickers on plain paper and then cut them out to make miniature picture cards!

Use your miniature picture cards
- as incentive tokens
- for sorting and matching activities
- to create many fun games and activities

Chester is more than a picture book. It is a story told, and retold, by dueling author-illustrators. Mélanie Watt starts out with the story of a mouse in a house. Then Mélanie’s cat, Chester, sends the mouse packing and proceeds to cover the pages with rewrites from his red marker, and the gloves are off. Mélanie and her mouse won’t take Chester’s antics lying down. And Chester is obviously a creative powerhouse with confidence to spare. Where will this war of the picture-book makers lead? Is it a one-way ticket to Chesterville, or will Mélanie get her mouse production off the ground?